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ABSTRACT

Past work in information-seeking conversation has demonstrated

that people exhibit different conversational stylesÐfor example, in

word choice or prosodyÐthat differences in style lead to poorer

conversations, and that partners actively align their styles over time.

One might assume that this would also be true for conversations

with an artificial agent such as Cortana, Siri, or Alexa; and that

agents should therefore track and mimic a user’s style. We examine

this hypothesis with reference to a lab study, where 24 participants

carried out relatively long information-seeking tasks with an em-

bodied conversational agent. The agent combined topical language

models with a conversational dialogue engine, style recognition

and alignment modules. We see that łstylež can be measured in

human-to-agent conversation, although it looks somewhat different

to style in human-to-human conversation and does not correlate

with self-reported preferences. There is evidence that people align

their style to the agent, and that conversations run more smoothly

if the agent detects, and aligns to, the human’s style as well.
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1 CONVERSATION AND STYLE

Conversational agents have grown in popularity in recent years,

powered by significant improvements in speech recognition, natural

language understanding, and text-to-speech synthesis. A successful

agent must manage several tasks: accurately recording what the

searcher says (possibly transcribing an audio stream); understand-

ing the searcher’s utterance (for example, classifying the intent);

deciding an appropriate response (for example, retrieving some
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information or deciding to ask a question of its own); and rendering

the response over an appropriate channel (possibly including a

text-to-speech system). To be useful, at each stage it must keep

track of the user’s task and keep its responses on-topic.

However, a successful conversation involves more than a mere

exchange of on-topic facts. We can impart the same topical infor-

mation in any number of ways [6]: for example, we have choices of

wording, loudness, pitch, and timing as well as how we cooperate

and take turns with our partner(s). Some of this is true even in text-

only interfaces, but is especially apparent in audio or audio/video

interfaces.

In long-running work, Tannen describes and analyses conversa-
tional style: łthe use of specific linguistic devices, chosen by refer-

ence to broad conversational principlesž [35], and we adopt this

definition here: łstylež is how things are said, rather than what is

said, and covers both linguistic and paralinguistic, or non-verbal,

properties of conversation. Characterising conversational style can

help us understand why a person might be considered rude or

abrupt by one listener, but as excited or passionate by another. As

designers, we have a large degree of control over an agent’s style

and we might ask: what style is best?

The effects of style have been well studied in natural, casual,

informal conversation. They have not been so well studied in

information-seeking conversation, nor in settings with a software

agent, and it is an open question whether similar effects occur in

this context.

łEmbodimentžÐpresenting an apparent physical formÐallows

the presentation of richer non-verbal cues, and so we investigated

style using an embodied conversational agent (ECA). In many ways

ECAs are a natural extension of voice-only conversational agents,

with the benefit that they help the user łlocatež the intelligence [9].

Our agent takes an audio/video stream as input, processes user

utterances and style, and produces styled audio/video output with

a 3D-modelled head (Figure 1). The dialogue engine is capable of ex-

tended conversations (around 20 turns from each participant). This

allows us to examine how people might behave in long-running,

information-seeking conversations with an embodied agent, and

compare this to similarly lengthy conversations between humans.

In this work we consider four questions:

RQ1 Do those styles first identified and measured in human-to-

human conversationÐincluding in chit-chat and in infor-

mation seekingÐalso exist in information-seeking conversa-

tions with an embodied software agent?



Figure 1: A conversation between our agent and a partic-

ipant (obscured for publication). We captured audio and

video.

RQ2 Do participants’ styles correlate with their perception of the

agent?

RQ3 Do we see alignment of the humans’ styles to the agent’s, in

the same way humans align to each other?

RQ4 Does it make a difference as to how the agent performs,

or is perceived, if it attempts to align to the participants’

conversational style?

We show that style can be measured in our design, although

it correlates with different behaviours in human-to-agent than in

human-to-human conversation; that participants’ styles do make a

small difference; that people do align to the agent’s style; and that

when the agent also attempts to align, it is rated higher.

2 RELATED WORK

We draw on work from studies of information seeking and search,

conversational style, and embodied agents.

2.1 Spoken Conversational Search

With the increasing popularity of voice-only interfaces, and in-

creasing sophistication in natural language processing, conversa-

tional search has emerged as an active research area. In conversa-

tional search we have long-form interaction in natural language,

asymmetry of role between user and intermediary, and a (possibly

ill-defined) task. This contrasts with past work examining chit-

chat [16]; cooperative tasks between peers [1, 2]; or slot-filling

łdialoguež systems [21, 33].

A few studies have examined the structure information-seeking

conversations, mostly between people or otherwise in the absence

of running software [e.g. 5, 17, 26, 29, 30, 38]. There have also been

attempts to describe what a conversation should look like [4, 11, 28].

Studies with agents have been limited, however, by the agents’

inability to hold a lengthy conversation [12]. There has also been

very little discussion of conversational style in a retrieval setting.

2.2 Conversational Style

James Pennebaker et al. [20, 25] have extensively studied language,

or linguistic, style matching (LSM), observing that increased style

matching between humans was correlated with increased interest

in the partner [20].

Tannen [34] draws a distinction between łhigh involvementž

(HI) and łhigh considerationž (HC) styles in social conversation.

Differing from Pennebaker et al.’s LSM, these styles also include

non-verbal or paralinguistic features. A high involvement style

emphasises enthusiasm and interpersonal involvement: features

include rapid speech, volume, questions, overlap, and reference

to personal experience. A high consideration style, by contrast,

emphasises independence and space and features longer pauses,

hesitation, and less paralinguistic effect. These notions are also seen

in, for example, Lakoff’s łcamaraderiež and łdistancež strategies [23].

In parallel with Pennebaker, Tannen further suggests that partners

with opposing styles will find conversation frustrating.

There is little work on conversational style in information-seeking

contexts, as opposed to social contexts. Tannen’s two styles were

adopted by Thomas et al. [36], who used audio recordings and tran-

scripts from the MISC data [37] to demonstrate that style could be

characterised and computed automatically. They also found that

differences in style have an effect on people’s perception of conver-

sations. We draw on this work in the present experiments.

2.3 Style Matching

There is ample evidence of alignment in human-human conversa-

tion: that is, partners in conversation tend to converge on word

choice, syntax, and even accents [15]. There is some evidence

of a similar effect when people interact with computers as well

[8, 22, 27]. As conversational agents become more sophisticated,

we believe based on early evidence [18] that linguistic style match-

ing could influence trust and likeability of the agent for the human

user. We know from user-centered design studies that people uncon-

sciously apply human social rules when interacting with computers:

they prefer systems which appear to manifest personalities similar

to their own [24] and agents that are more human-like [7]. There-

fore, it is reasonable to assume that conversational systems would

be preferred if they exhibit conversation styles that are more similar

to that of the user. We test this hypothesis in the present work.

2.4 Embodied Conversational Agents

Voice-based conversational agents have become ubiquitous in the

past few years. However, research into voice-only and embodied

systems dates back several decades. Cassell [10] and Bickmore [7]

pioneered the use of embodied conversational agents. The research

has shown that embodied agents have several advantages over voice

or text-only conversational agents. Embodiment helps users locate

the source of the interaction and allows for a richer opportunity for

the communication of non-verbal cues. An agent that has a physical

presence also provides visual affordances, indicating where the

user should focus their attention and receive cues from body and

hand gestures, eye gaze and other expressions [10]. When artificial

conversational agents engage in more natural social behaviours

(e.g., using social dialogue), it helps increase user trust [7]. In this

work we use an embodied conversational agent for these reasons.

The present work builds on the above, but is different in several

aspects. We report on spoken conversations which run for sev-

eral minutes (as opposed to one or two turns); for this, we use an

embodied agent and we track and adapt conversational style in

real time. In contrast to past work on conversational style, which

uses recordings or transcripts of human-to-human conversation,

we draw from recordings of conversations with an actual software

agent. We also focus on information-seeking conversation, which

has been little-studied in this context.



3 METHOD

We addressed the questions above with a laboratory study in Feb-

ruary 2019.1 Participants were presented with a software agent,

represented onscreen as a 3D-modelled head and shoulders, and

were asked to have a series of short conversations with the aim

of gaining some information (Figure 1). For half of the tasks, the

agent ran in łstyle matchingž mode, while for the other half, it

did not match. Post-task instruments asked about mental demand,

łlikeabilityž, and knowledge gain, while exit instruments canvassed

conversational preferences, personality, and demographics. During

each task we recorded audio and video, of both the participant and

the agent, from which we derived indicators of style and emotion.

We describe below our participants, the agent, the assigned tasks,

and the data we gathered.

3.1 Overview

Figure 2 gives a typical conversation, where our participant has been

asked to find out about a house for sale. This conversation runs to

34 turns: 17 turns each. The agent drew responses from a specialised

model for seven utterances; the other ten, marked ł⋆ž, were drawn

from a neural chit-chat model used when the participant’s intent

was not recognised. The chit-chat responses were generated on the

fly, allowing the agent a wider range than would have been possible

in a scripted interaction.

When intents are correctly recognised, responses are scripted

and the agent performs very well (e.g., lines 1ś3). The fallback

to chit-chat can of course be poorer in performance (line 8), but

often works to cover unanticipated questions (e.g., lines 12 or 16ś17,

where we did not think to write a script). Questions can be repeated

where the response was unsatisfactory (lines 4ś5 or 7ś8), and again

chit-chat provides some flexibility for error recovery (line 9).

3.2 Participants

We recruited N = 24 participants (11 women, 13 men) from a

volunteer database from the US Pacific Northwest. The participants

had a range of education levels (high school to postgraduate) and

job roles (mostly white-collar). The mean age was 39 years (sd =

12 years). Most said they used a virtual assistant daily (13) or weekly

(6). All spoke English, although four used a different language at

home. The participants were compensated US$75 for participating

in the study. They were free to stop the study at any time and

could opt to have their data deleted. No participants exercised these

options.

3.3 Tasks and Scripts

Participants were assigned four information-seeking tasks. Three

of these (łhotelž, łhousež, łcarž) were in a fairly small domain, and

required the participants to collect a set of facts; the other task (łin-

troductionž) was more open-ended and meant for familiarisation.

Each task included a brief motivation and some examples, which

triggered scripted responses from the agent. Participants were, how-

ever, free toÐand didÐask other questions or indeed wander off

topic. The four tasks were:

1This protocol was approved by the Microsoft Research Institutional Review Board.

Introduction You have just met the computer agent you will

be working with today and you want to find out more about

what makes him (the agent) tick. Introduce yourself to the

agent and try to find out more about him by asking questions.

Start with this: łWhat do you do in your free time?ž łWhat
do you think about robots?ž To continue, you might ask his

name, where he lives, what he does in his free time and what

he thinks about artificial intelligence.

Hotel Imagine this agent has booked a room for you at the

Bellevue Marriott hotel. You’d like to know more about the

hotel and the neighbourhood. Find out what you can about

the accommodation.

Start with this: łCan I check into the hotel early?ž łWhat’s the
address of the hotel?ž To continue, you might ask about the

room features, the hotel facilities, or whether there are your

kind of attractions nearby.

House Imagine this agent has found a house for you that you

are interested in buying. You want to find out as much as

you can from the agent about the house.

Start with this: łWhat sort of construction is the house?ž łHow
many bedrooms does the house have?ž To continue, you might

ask about the size of the house, whether it has the sort of

features you want (like the number of bathrooms), or about

the price.

Car Imagine this agent has found a Volvo car for you that you

are interested in buying. Find out whether this Volvo is the

type of a car you might like to buy.

Start with this: łWhat kind of car is it?ž łHow many miles per
gallon does the car get?ž To continue, you might ask about

the features or engine details, or of course the price.

The introduction was always assigned first, but the other three

tasks were rotated. The agent’s style matching was also rotated,

so each participant had two tasks with and two without matching,

and so that matching was balanced across tasks.

Each task was supported by a script: a language model plus a set

of intents, each with several examples of participant questions and

one canonical response. Each intent covered one factÐe.g., the ho-

tel’s check-out time, or the car’s colour. Whenever the participant’s

utterance seemed to match an intent, the corresponding response

could be triggered. Exact matches were not required. For example,

the hotel task included an intent for room size: questions such as

łwhat sort of room is it?ž, łhow big is the room?ž or łis it a suite?ž

could trigger łthe standard room is 290 square feetž. For the house

task, questions about location could trigger any of 23 responses

from a description of the suburb to comments on nearby places of

worship or bicycle paths. In total we had 223 responses with up to

15 examples each, to cover likely topics and wording variations.

Scripts and intents were supported by the Language Understand-

ing (LUIS) toolkit2.

3.4 The Agent

We developed an ECA for this study. Our agent included compo-

nents for an end-to-end audio conversation: speech recognition,

2http://luis.ai



Turn Participant (detected) Agent

1 What sort of construction is the house? It’s a single-storey timber frame with timber siding in good condition.

2 How many bedrooms does the house have? It’s got four bedrooms.

3 How many bathrooms does it have? There’s a bathroom plus an ensuite.

4 Is there a big yard? There’s a garden with a pond, there’s a lawn, and there are lots of mature trees around.

5 Is there a big yard? I will find out and let you know. ⋆

6 Are the schools in the area good? It’s in the Lake Washington district so the schools are Rose Hill Elementary,

Rose Hill Middle, and Lake Washington High. They all seem good.

7 Do you know anything about crime rates in the area? What do you mean by crime crime? ⋆

8 A crime rates? What crime is crime crime? ⋆

9 Never mind. That’s ok then. ⋆

10 What is the asking price? They’re asking 748 but you could probably get it for a bit less. The Zestimate is 804.

11 How soon can I move in? As soon as you can. ⋆

12 Has the house been inspected? Yes it has been sorted out. ⋆

13 Is there an attic? Yes there is a house. ⋆

14 How many cars fit in the garage? There’s a double garage and also a carport.

15 I would like if it had a den. I’m sure you would be able to find one. ⋆

16 What color is the house? Grey and white. ⋆

17 I like blue houses. I’m sure you do. ⋆

Figure 2: A sample conversation with our agent (participant 1, house task). Responses labelled⋆ are from the neural dialogue

generator (chit-chat), others are scripted.

open-domain dialogue generation, closed-domain intent recogni-

tion, dialogue management, and speech synthesis. Figure 3 illus-

trates this pipeline. The agent software also included components

to detect and adapt to participants’ conversational style, including

prosody and word choice. These components are similar to the

approach described in Hoegen et al. [18] and leverage an openly

available avatar/virtual agent [3], but we offer a summary below.

Sensing. The audio sensing pipeline processed a 16kHz audio

stream. The Microsoft Windows system voice activity detector was

usedwith theMicrosoft speechAPI3 for speech recognition.We also

extracted linguistic style variables [36] from the user’s utterance;

these are described in Section 3.5 below.

Synthesis. The agent selected its response with regard to the

scripts described above, and to a neural dialogue generator model

for chit-chat [32]. The chit-chat model was capable of generating

context-sensitive dialogue in response to an open-domain input,

and was used whenever the intent module was not able to classify

the user’s intent. Speech synthesis used the Microsoft API4.

The Phoneme Recogniser component automatically output a

corresponding sequence of visual groups of phonemes (visemes)

from the synthesised speech output. We used PocketSphinx [19]

for phoneme recognition and mapped the phonemes to a set of 20

standard visemes [13]. These controlled the agent’s facial presets

for lip syncing.

łStyle matchingž. In half the tasks our agent matched conver-

sational style via two kinds of variables as described by Hoegen

et al. [18]: (1) content of the utterances like the use of pronouns,

word repetition, utterance length, and (2) prosodic qualities like

speech rate, pitch, and loudness. Both scripts and chit-chat could

be adjusted.

3https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/speech/
4https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/text-to-speech/

3.5 Data Recorded and Derived

We recorded video and audio during each task; self-reported data

after each task; and self-reported data during the exit interview.

Task performance. During each task, we recorded audio and video
from both the participant and the agent. We also noted events of

interest, from a fixed set: the agent speaking over the human or vice

versa, the agent or the human veering off topic, the agent freezing

or not responding at all, the human repeating her- or himself, the

agent talking to itself, or the human asking the agent to stop talking.

Style. Thomas et al. [36] identified eleven variables which can

be identified with Tannen’s łhigh considerationž to łhigh involve-

mentž; we recorded seven of these, chosen for their ease of pro-

cessing in real time. (Since we have therefore modified the original

instruments, we validate our new instrument below.) From the tran-

scripts we extracted four variables describing linguistic features:

Personal pronouns: the rate of use of first- and second-person

personal pronouns, as a proportion of words in each utter-

ance.

Term-level repetition: the proportion of terms in one utter-

ance which were repeated from the participant’s previous

utterance, respecting task boundaries. Disfluencies such as

łummž were removed, as were stopwords, and the remaining

words were stemmed before repetitions were counted. Thus,

łThey’ve been lecturingž and łI went to a lecturež would

count as one overlapped term.

Utterance-level repetition: the proportion of utteranceswith

terms repeated from the previous; that is, the proportion of

utterances where term-level repetition is greater than zero.

Length of utterances: the number of words per utterance.

From the audio signal we extracted another three variables, de-

scribing prosodic features.

Rate of speech: measured inwords per second; theword count,

for each utterance, divided by the length in seconds.
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Figure 3: Agent processing of the participant’s audio. Data from the shaded boxes is analysed in the present paper. Dialogue

management (selecting an utterance) and speech synthesis (choosing rate, pitch, and loudness) made use of participants’ own

style when the agent was in łstyle matchingž mode (shown with dotted arrows). Excluded from this diagram are video pro-

cessing, and elements of the graphical output such as head pose modelling and lip sync; see Hoegen et al. [18] for details.

Pitch variation: the variance in fundamental pitch, across the

whole utterance. We used OpenSMILE [14] to process the

audio signal and ignored samples with no speech.

Loudness variation: the variance in loudness, measured the

same way.

Pronoun use corresponds to Tannen’s personal topics; repetitions

approximate her concept of re-visiting topics; utterance length

and rate of speech relate to pauses and turn-taking; and prosodic

variation captures łexpressive phonologyž.

Past work by Thomas et al. [36] used observations over a com-

plete task to measure involvement. This is of course impossible

with an agent operating in real time, so here we use a rolling mean

over five utterances. Accordingly we also disregard utterances 1ś4

in our analysis below.

Inspection showed that, with the exception of utterance length

and rate of speech, these variables were skewed. We therefore

log-transformed each of these remaining five variables. The scale

of each variable is also wildly different, so to aid modelling and

interpretation we re-scaled each variable to have zero mean and

unit standard deviation.

Post-task self-reports. After each task, participants used a sepa-

rate computer to fill out a questionnaire about their experience and

the agent’s performance. There were nine items, each scored on a

seven-point Likert scale, which measured:

Knowledge: łHow would you rate your level of knowledge

about this topic after interacting with the system?ž.

Interest: łHow would you rate your interest in this topic?ž.

Difficulty: łHow hard did you have to work to accomplish

this level of conversation?ž.

Fun: łThis experience was funž, to assess emotional response.

Control: łTo what degree did you control the conversation?ž.

Comfort: łTo what degree was the interaction comfortable?ž.

łClickž: one item to assess the likeability of the agent: łTo

what degree did you łclickž with the agent?ž.

Anxiety/tension: łTo what degree did the interaction make

you feel anxious or tense?ž.

Mental demand: łHowmentally demanding was the task you

just completed?ž.

At exit. After all four tasks were finished, we asked participants

to complete a final questionnaire. These canvassed demographics;

personality; and preferred conversation style. Participants were

also asked to rate the agent on a number of items, and invited to

leave any final comments. The demographic and personality items

are not analysed in the present work.

Eighteen questions asked about our participants’ preferred con-

versational style. Six of these questions were drawn from unpub-

lished work from Tannen’s lab [personal communication] and used

a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree):

(1) When I’m having a conversation with someone, and they’re

talking at the same time as me, I consider them enthusiastic.

(2) . . . and they’re talking at the same time as me, I consider

them rude.

(3) . . . and they’re pausing to let me speak, I consider them polite.

(4) . . . and they’re pausing to let me speak, I consider them bor-

ing.

(5) . . . I want them to be talking at the same time as me.

(6) . . . I do not want them to be talking at the same time as me.

Items 1, 4, and 6 capture involvement; items 2, 3, and 5 capture

consideration. We believe these questions have not been validated,

so also used another twelve items due to Shamekhi et al. [31]:

(1) When I’m having a conversation with someone, and we’re

talking at the same time, I feel comfortable.

(2) . . . I find the other person a pleasure to talk with.

(3) . . . I find the other person pushy or aggressive.

(4) . . . I find the conversation fun.



(5) . . . I find the conversation overwhelming.

(6) When I’m having a conversation with someone, and we trade

off speaking while the other person pauses to listen, I feel

comfortable.

(7) . . . I find the other person a pleasure to talk with.

(8) . . . I find the other person distant or boring.

(9) . . . I find the conversation fun.

(10) . . . I find the conversation boring.

(11) When I’m having a conversation with someone, I want us

to be talking at the same time.

(12) . . . I do not want us to be talking at the same time.

Items 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, and 11 capture involvement, and items 3, 5, 6,

7, 9, and 12 capture consideration.

A final set of items asked participants to rate the agent overall.

Each item was a five-point scale, anchored by an adjective at either

end: fake (1)śnatural (5); machinelikeśhumanlike; unconsciousś

conscious; unfriendlyśfriendly; awfulśnice; unkindśkind; artificialś

lifelike; unpleasantśpleasant; dislikeślike; incompetentścompetent;

ignorantśknowledgeable; irresponsibleśresponsible; unintelligentś

intelligent; and foolishśsensible.

4 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

In total we had 24 participants undertake 4 tasks each, for a total of

96 recordings. Tasks ran for an average 42.8 utterances (median 42;

half each from agents and participants) and an average 8 minutes,

50 seconds (median 7:09).

4.1 Impressions of the Agent

Our exit questions included 14 items where participants were asked

to rate the agent overall. Unsurprisingly, these indicate that par-

ticipants did not find the conversation particularly lifelike: mean

responses were 2.1/5 on the scale artificialślifelike, 2.4 on fakeś

natural, and 1.8 on machinelikeśhumanlike; participants did how-

ever give a surprisingly high mean 2.8 on the scale unconsciousś

conscious. (For all exit questions, responses were roughly normal

with mean ≈ median ≈ mode.)

The agent was seen as fair at its job, with means of 2.5 (ignorantś

knowledgeable), 3.2 (irresponsibleśresponsible), 2.8 (unintelligentś

intelligent) and 2.4 (incompetentścompetent); and it was somewhat

pleasant to deal with (mean 3.6 awfulśnice, 2.9 dislikeślike, 3.6

unkindśkind, 3.6 unpleasantśpleasant). We conclude that, although

we are still a long way from lifelike conversation, the agent was

at least minimally competent and somewhat pleasant to deal with.

We might therefore expect that some social norms from human-to-

human conversation could carry over to this setting.

4.2 Conversational Performance

Nine questions, each on a seven-point Likert scale, were admin-

istered at the end of each task to ask participants’ opinion of the

conversation they just had. Average responses indicate moderate

performance: knowledge gain scored a mean of 4.1/7, interest in the

topic was 4.5, hardness of the task was 4.8, fun in the task was 4.5,

feeling in control was 5.1, feeling comfortable scored 4.0, łclickingž

with the agent scored 3.4, feeling anxious or tense rated 5.0, and

mental demand was good at average of 3.6/7.

These scores showed little difference from task to task, except

that the introduction felt less comfortable and was viewed as more

difficult (comfortable: mean 3.1/7 compared to 4.3/7 for the other

tasks, ANOVA F (3, 92) = 5.6, p ≈ 0.001; hard: mean 5.6 c.f. 4.6,

F (3, 92) = 8.8, p < 0.0001). This may be explained by the introduc-

tion being first, or simply that the participants still weren’t familiar

with interacting with the agent. After the first task, we saw no

significant effects due to task orderÐit does not appear that scores

changed as participants got more experienced (or more fatigued).

The effect of chit-chat. Our chit-chat model was used to gener-

ate responses whenever the classifier was unsure of an intentÐfor

example, whenever the participant strayed from the topical model,

when the model was incomplete, or when automatic speech recogni-

tion introduced errors. This was common, and 75% of all responses

were drawn from the chit-chat model.

Although the chit-chat model could and did produce high-quality

responses on many occasions (see e.g., line 16 of Figure 2), it could

also produce uninformative fillers (line 5) or non-sequiturs (line 7).

We therefore expected that participants would report less satis-

faction when chit-chat was invoked more often. This is indeed

what we observed: for every 1% of agent responses drawn from

chit-chat, self-reported gain in knowledge drops by 0.038 points

(of 7); difficulty increases by 0.028 points; łclickingž with the agent

drops by 0.031 points; and mental demand increases by 0.026 points.

(F (1, 93) ≥ 4.4, p ≤ 0.04 in each case.) We saw no effect on other

items. These are moderate effects: a change of 10% more or less

chit-chat, about two utterances in a task, corresponds to around a

third of a point shift in user perception on a seven-point scale.

The effect of agent disfluencies. Each taskwasmanually annotated

for errors and disfluencies: we noted all instances of illogical or

off-topic utterances from the agent, freezes, no-answers, or self-talk

from the agent, interruptions of the agent by the participant or

vice versa, repetitions by the participant, or off-topic utterances

from the human. Each of these represents some evidence that the

conversation is going awry. From this we derived the time of the

first illogical response as well as the total number of errors in the

task; each task had at least one such error.

Again, we can observe an effect on the post-task ratings. Self-

assessments of difficulty and comfort correlate with the time to the

first illogical response: each second before the response corresponds

to -0.0007 points of difficulty (F (1, 93) = 7, p = 0.01) and 0.0009

points of comfort (F (1, 93) = 10, p = 0.002). The longer the agent

could go without an illogical response, the easier the task is and

the more comfortable our participants felt.

The total number of disfluencies or errors in a task made a bigger

difference, impacting ratings for interest (-0.1 points per error),

difficulty (+0.1), control (-0.1), and comfort (-0.1; all ANOVA p <

0.05). Again, these aremoderate effects given the number of possible

disfluencies in a long conversation.

5 IDENTIFYING AND MEASURING STYLE

In analyses of the MISC dataset of information-seeking conversa-

tions [37], Thomas et al. [36] observed correlations between eleven

stylistic variables and identified the underlying factorwith Tannen’s
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Figure 4: Self-reported style, as measured by high involve-

ment (HI) and high consideration (HC) items on two differ-

ent scales. In each case, HI and HC anti-correlate; the two

scales agree; and there is an approximately normal distribu-

tion of scores.

łinvolvementž. Using this formulation it was possible to compute

differences between speakers and their rate of alignment.

That work was motivated by the assumption that, since we

often treat machines as people [24], stylistic properties of human-

to-human conversation would be applicable to human-to-agent

conversation. Our present data lets us ask our RQ1: is that in fact

true? Are the style factors identified elsewhere still apparent in

conversations with agents?

5.1 Self-Reports

Our exit questions included six Likert-type items from Tannen’s

lab [pers. comm.]. These were aggregated into two scales, which

measured our participants’ preference for łhigh involvementž or

łhigh considerationž style. We also used a further twelve items from

Shamekhi et al. [31], also on two scales, which have been validated

against self-reported criterion variables. In each case, we took the

mean scores over relevant items to produce single values for high

involvement (HI) and high consideration (HC).

Tannen [34] suggests a partition between high involvement and

high consideration styles, such that any person expresses one style

or the other. In common with Thomas et al. [36], however, we see

a continuum with most participants somewhere in the middle (Fig-

ure 4). Tannen’s HI and HC scores anti-correlate, as do Shamekhi

et al.’s (r = −0.77, −0.79), and Tannen’s HI and HC scores correlate

with Shamekhi et al.’s (r = 0.67, 0.76). Cronbach’s α = 0.89 on

Tannen’s six items, 0.91 on Shamekhi et al.’s twelve items, and 0.92

on all eighteen considered together.

Variable Load

People: pronoun use −0.32

Rate of speech: words/s 0.26

Pauses: words/utterance 0.33

Phonology: variance in pitch −0.18

variance in loudness −0.08

Re-statement: repeated terms 0.56

utterances with repeats 0.60

Table 1: Variables derived from phonology and transcripts,

and their loadings on the first principal component.

We conclude that, on self-reported data, we again see evidence of

a single underlying factor ranging from high involvement to high

consideration. We next ask whether we can detect this preference

automatically, in real time and in a running agent.

5.2 Automatically Deriving łStylež

Past work on human-to-human conversation identified a single

factor underlying such variables as rate of speech, repetition, and

variance in pitch, and it is possible to identify this with Tannen’s

consideration/involvement dimension [36]. If the same habits of

speech apply when people are talking to software agents as when

they are talking to other humans, we should see something similar

in the style data described above.

The seven style items do seem to be measuring a consistent vari-

able (Cronbach’s α = 0.59, Gutmann’s λ6 = 0.70 over all 1716 ut-

terances with data). A principal components analysis suggested

one important component, accounting for 33% of variance, and this

is summarised in Table 1. Rate of speech, length of utterance, re-

peated terms per utterance, and fraction of utterances with repeats

load positively (that is, they correlate with the underlying factor).

Pronoun use and prosodic variables load negatively (anti-correlate).

We are using a subset of the variables in Thomas et al. but the

loadings here are very different. Thomas et al. saw all of these vari-

ables correlate with an underlying component, and could call this

łinvolvementž; here, however, pronoun use and prosody (which we

might expect to indicate involvement) anti-correlates with rate of

speech and repetitions (also involvement). The loading on loudness

is low, but the other variables are harder to explain.

Part of the reason may be the differences in protocol. In par-

ticular, here we have a software agent interlocutor, not a person;

and there is a clear asymmetry of roles between seeker and in-

termediary which was much less pronounced in the earlier work.

That, we expect, will give rise to a much lower feeling of belonging

and hence different use of pronouns (and indeed first person pro-

nouns dominate our recordings). We might also expect more stilted

language, as people consciously speak so as to be understood by

the computer. We also note a difference in processing, as we are

tracking style in near-real-time rather than at the end of a task.

Regardless of the differences, our analysis does suggest an un-

derlying łstylež factor. Since the seven variables do seem to be

measuring a single constructÐat least in partÐwe formed a single

łstylež variable for each utterance by weighting each component

according to Table 1 and summing. The resulting variable, like the
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Similarly to self-reports, it is approximately normal.
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Figure 6: Derived łstylež per utterance, against involvement

according to Tannen’s instruments. There is only a very

weak correlation: r = −0.07, p = 0.002.

HI/HC variables, is approximately normally distributed with some

variation according to task (Figure 5).

5.3 Comparing Derived Style to Self-Reports

We have self-reported data for each participant, on the one hand;

and derived style data for each five-utterance window, on the other

hand. We can now ask whether these two instruments measure the

same phenomenon. That is: can we use pitch, repetition, and so on

to measure the involvementśconsideration dimension in real time?

Figure 6 plots, for participants with each HI score according to

Tannen’s instrument, the distribution of utterance styles. There is

no clear pattern. In particular, it seems that derived łstylež corre-

lates with self-declared preference only very weakly. Per-utterance

derived style correlates with self-reported HI (on Tannen’s scale)

with Pearson’s r = −0.07, p = 0.002. Similarly weak correlation

was seen against self-reported HI and HC on Shamekhi’s scales

(r = 0.06 and −0.05, p = 0.02 and 0.04).

The weakness and inconsistency of these correlations lead us to

believe there is no real connection between Tannen’s involvementś

consideration dimension and the style measured here.
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Figure 7: Derived style, per utterance, as tasks progress. On

average the value decreases, but it decreases less sharply

when the agent is in style matching mode.

5.4 Summary

Our results show that while there is recognisable variation in style

in our human-agent interactions, it is not the same as observed in

human-human interactions and in particular cannot be identified

with Tannen’s łinvolvementž and łconsiderationž. Nevertheless,

the derived łstylež is internally consistent and we can, as before,

use a single variable to capture this.

6 PARTICIPANTS’ STYLES

It is possible that the agent’s styleÐeven allowing for our attempts

at matchingÐsuited some participants better than others. It is also

possible that style reflects personality or other preferences, which

in turn make the agent a better match for some participants. Having

established that there is a consistent łstylež which we can derive,

we now ask our RQ2: does this style correlate with our post-task

or exit instruments? That is, do people’s experiences of the tasks

or opinions of the agent vary with their style?

To answer this we took the median derived style over a whole

task, as a per-task variable, and compared it to our post-task items.

We saw modest effects on a participants’ sense of control and com-

fort (0.26 and 0.24 points per point of łstylež, F (1, 94) = 6.1 and 4.3,

p = 0.02 and 0.04). There was no significant effect on any other

post-task items, nor was there any relationship between derived

style and any of our post-experiment ratings of the agent.

We also saw little difference in post-task scores based on self-

reported style. There was a significant relation only with self-

reported levels of anxiety or tension, which decreased 0.43 points

per point on Tannen’s HI scale (F (1, 94) = 4.3, p = 0.04). Again, we

saw no difference on any of the post-experiment ratings.

7 ALIGNMENT TO THE AGENT

Past work [8, 22, 27] suggests that alignment should happen in

human-computer interaction as it does between humans, so we

would expect to see a similar effect here. (This is our RQ3.)

Figure 7 plots, for each utterance in our recordings, the calcu-

lated style against the utterance number within the task. Our agent

has a slower and relatively flat speaking style, with little prosodic



variation or rapid speech. We would expect to see participants’ rate

of speech and vocal variation decrease over time, as they aligned

with the agent, and this is indeed the case.

We can also see, however, a difference due to the agent’s match-

ing: for tasks where the agent is matching participants’ styles, the

participants’ own style changes less (effect of utterance number

−0.055, effect of interaction between utterance number and match-

ing 0.012). That is, when the agent is łmeeting participants in the

middlež, participants changed their own style about 22% slower.

This effect is modest but statistically significant (utterance num-

ber F (2, 1713) = 86.5, p ≪ 0.0001, interaction F (2, 1713) = 15.4,

p < 0.0001). If anything, the results suggest our agent could have

varied its style more, which may have created a stronger effect.

8 ALIGNMENT TO THE PARTICIPANT

In half of the tasksÐtwo per participantÐour agent was in łstyle

matchingž mode and aligned, somewhat coarsely but in real time,

to the participants’ detected style (Section 3.4).

There is evidence that people prefer agents that match their

conversational style. Shamekhi et al. [31] reported a slight prefer-

ence for agents which matched participants on the involvementś

consideration dimension, although unlike our work they used only

two levels (łHIž and łHCž). The agent used by Shamekhi et al. also

used hand-written responses and a short, hard-coded conversation,

so the agent’s two styles were distinctive. Despite the differences in

our setup, since the underlying phenomena are general, we might

expect similar effects here; this was our fourth question from ğ1. If

soÐand if the derived style above is valid, despite not being identi-

cal to Tannen’s łinvolvementžÐwe would expect the agent to do

better in style matching mode.

This is indeed what we observe. Amongst the post-task items,

there is a significant difference in participants’ sense of control

between the matching and non-matching conditions: on average,

participants scored 0.52 points higher on a scale of 1ś7 (Welch’s two-

sample t(93.7) = 2.04, p = 0.02). Style matching also leads to higher

scores for interest in the topic (mean 0.54 points higher, t(93.3) =

1.75, p = 0.04). This is consistent with results from Shamekhi et al.

[31], who saw an effect only on łengaging interactionž.

Many of the effects noted in Section 4.2 were also attenuated

when the agent was matching styles. Falling back to the chit-chat

model had an effect on self-reported knowledge gain, łclickingž

with the agent, and mental demand. All these effects were reduced

when the agent is matching, by up to 50%, but none of these inter-

action effects reach statistical significance at α = 0.05. Similarly,

disfluencies were observed to impact difficulty, comfort, interest,

and control: all of these effects were also attenuated, by up to

77%, in style matching mode. None of these interactions, however,

reached statistical significance except for feeling in control of the

conversation F (3, 92) = 4.7, p = 0.03, 77% reduction in effect size).

We must emphasise that our current software has only a crude

notion of matching; and indeed we may not have captured what

is most important about style. We are also chasing a subtle effect.

The results above give us some confidence that alignment will be as

beneficial in human-to-agent as human-to-human conversations,

and that conversational agents should include this feature.

9 CONCLUSIONS

These are, to our knowledge, the first experiments in long-form

information-seeking conversations with an embodied software

agent. We have long conversationsÐ42 turns and 8 minutes each,

on averageÐand our agent can fall back to chit-chat to keep the

conversation moving. This in turn has allowed us to ask whether

the conversational styles seen in human-to-human conversation are

also seen in conversations with an embodied software agent, what

the effect is of each party’s style, and whether we see alignment.

Using prosodic and lexical variables inspired by Tannen [34], we

do indeed see an underlying style component in our recordings. This

łderived stylež is not the same as Tannen’s,and some components

look different to those of Thomas et al.. Nevertheless, this derived

style can be tracked and matched by an agent.

In our experiment, people had different experiences of the tasks

according to their self-reported (HI or HC) style, and also according

to their derived style. There is no corresponding difference in their

ratings of the agent. We do, however, see evidence that people align

to the agent’s style, and that this alignment happens slower if the

agent is simultaneously matching the human. The agent’s matching

also has an effect on reported knowledge gain, łclickingž with the

agent, and mental demand, and these effects are larger than the

effect of the participants’ own style. Matching also seems to have

an effect on how people perceive disfluencies or chit-chat.

The effect of alignment is subtle and in our experiments it does

not always reach the threshold of statistical significance. (We have

performed many hypothesis tests, so there is as well an increased

risk of false positives.) However, even in this constrained setup

we have seen effects, these effects are consistent with each other,

and these effects are consistent with observations in the literature.

We also note that the effects of matching are larger, and more

often seen, than the effects of participants’ own style. This is highly

suggestive and motivates continued research, with more responsive

and capable agents.

Caveats. The introduction task is more open-ended than the oth-

ers, and was always given first, so we might expect some differences

in our analyses. We have run all the analyses here with the first task

excluded, and saw the same effects. In particular, derived łstylež

and its components look similar; there is still no difference due to

the user’s own style; and the effects of matching are consistent,

although of course the effect sizes are slightly different. We are

therefore confident the results are robust to this task difference.

We used an embodied agent in this experiment, to better induce

social responses, but we must acknowledge extra complicationsÐ

importantly, users are less familiar with the interface.We believe we

would see similar effects with an audio-only or text-only interface

[e.g. 18], but this is not tested in the current work.

Although relatively small-scale, this study provides converging

lines of evidence that łconversation stylež is real, even in task-

driven conversations with a software agent; and also that attending

to and matching this style makes for a better conversation. We

believe this will become increasingly important as agents gain

competence and are more capable of longer exchanges. As well as

what agents say, we should also be paying attention to just how
they are saying it.
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